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ABSTRACT
Existing indoor positioning systems require some infrastructure setup, e.g., Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth. The maintenance cost of such systems makes them not easy to deploy
everywhere. In this project, our goal is to develop an infrastructure free solution for the
Indoor Positioning System (IPS) using magnetic field.
To build an infrastructure free solution, we first build a magnetic footprint database for
the targeted environment. Given the footprint database, we can estimate a user location
based on her magnetic trajectory, where the estimation is done by a Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) like algorithm. In addition, we also study some pruning strategies that
further improve the computation time.
Besides the technical development, we also attempt to run the system in real scenarios.
One testing case is to use the indoor positioning in our university library. We design a
prototype system, called BookFinder, that can help people to find the book’s position
and guide them to the destination by Augmented Reality. Lastly, we also conduct quite
a few of experiments to confirm the robustness of the system design. In summary, the
infrastructure free solution still has room for improvement but it definitely has a bright
future.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
Smartphone becomes very popular in recent years, where we can find its usage
everywhere in our daily life. For instance, driving navigation is particularly helpful for
driving in a big city. However, the positioning system nowadays relies on GPS and
mobile network that are not applicable to indoor areas. Indoor positioning system
becomes an important tool in helping many applications and decision making. For
instance, if a venue owner has information of their guest movements in a big event, then
she may have a better planning for the floor plan setup. We can easily motivate the
indoor positioning by other examples, e.g., car parking management, security,
advertising in shopping malls, museum guiding, etc.

Figure 1: The concept of IPS

One application of the indoor positioning is to find books in a library. By mapping the
book to physical coordination in floor plans, users are able to find their willing books
on the shortest path with guidance. Similar scenarios happen in finding a car in car park.
In car park, people always forget where they park their car and cannot find it when they
try to drive it out. With indoor positioning, users could save their car position and be
guided back to their car when they want to leave the building. The working environment
of miners is quite complicated. Miners sometime cannot even find the destination of
work if they need to travel in the mine. However, GPS is not working in the mine. The
cost of IPS that need infrastructure is probably unconscionable. Magnetic position is
free for infrastructure and it can also provide a brief route to reach their destination.
IPS in general requires some setup in a specific location. For instance, Wi-Fi need to
install a network of routers before it can work functionally. It is same to Bluetooth that
you have to put some beacon over the area when you setup the IPS. The development
of indoor positioning system is not consummated, the mainstream of research make use
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of the radio frequency such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, NFC, etc. During the research of
improving the indoor positioning, we found a technology called magnetic positioning.
This technology is still developing and it is not matured and popularized yet.

Figure 2: The application of IPS

1.1 Magnetic field
Before introduce the magnetic indoor positioning, the concept of magnetic field should
be introduced. The Earth’s magnetic field is everywhere, it is the magnetic field that
extends from the Earth’s interior out into space. By mentioning magnetic field in this
report, the Earth’s magnetic field is mentioned.

1.2 Advantages
A magnetic indoor positioning system is an approach on data matching of magnetic
fingerprinting. The main advantage of this approach is that it does not require any
specific infrastructure, no Bluetooth beacons, Wi-Fi base stations, which meaning no
power batteries and wires is needed in the system. Moreover, the magnetic field is
everywhere around the globe, the magnetic indoor positioning system simply make use
of the magnetic field powered by the Earth while it would be distorted by metallic
structure insides buildings. The metallic structure inside a building already helped
create a distorted magnetic field that belongs to the building and belongs to every
absolute position insides. Though the magnetic field might not be unique in every
position insides, it is sufficient to enable the magnetic field indoor positioning system
to become feasible and even accurate. The magnetic field insides the building have their
own value, by mapping every absolute point with the magnetic value there, a magnetic
field fingerprint is created and it is the only preparation that is necessary.
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The magnetic field data can be collected by a magnetometer which most smartphones
built-in, this also make the magnetic indoor positioning system could be implement
across different platforms. On the other hand, since any hardware infrastructure based
IPS would need to deal with the problem of the data availability. For instance, access
of the data collected from specific RF chips like Wi-Fi or Bluetooth. On iOS platform,
there is no way to get a signal strength indicator like RSSI, since those technologies
might have security issue and it is possible to be hacked, the availability would then
decrease by the manufacture. Magnetic field would have special characteristic since it
cannot be hacked.

1.3 Contributions
This project mainly depart with three part of work, user interface and user interaction
of the mobile application, logic implementation and data analysis. My contributions on
this project is to implement the core, which is the logic for the magnetic indoor
positioning system. The Magnetic Data Collector and Magnetic Indoor Positioning
System is developed for collecting data and positioning respectively. My efforts are
mainly focus on designing the software system architecture and software system
implementation. Both two systems are developed on the iOS platform by using the
latest version of Swift programming language. Besides the implementation of two
systems, the Xcode is being used as the IDE and a iOS simulator for testing, by using
those two tools during the testing, the CPU usage, memory usage and energy impact
could be monitored.

Magnetic Indoor
Positioning System

Magnetic Data Collector
Figure 3: Contribution on this project
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1.4 Difficulties
To let the system make use of the magnetic fingerprint database, the system operate
beginning with record the magnetic data around the smartphone of the user along with
the device motion. To keep update the real time location of the user, the system would
repeat the processing of matching the data collected from user with the data samples,
by every loop is finished, it will result a weighted list of the most match record which
the highest weighted data is probably the position of the user.
In terms of the accuracy and performance of the indoor positioning experience, which
is decided by the core computation feature - data matching. To have a best result from
it, a customize model is applied into the system. The customize model solve problems:
(1) the identicalness of data samples (2) the excessive of 3 dimensional data in real
world (3) the lack of computation power for computing a massive database. By adding
more properties and combination of the data, the identicalness of the data should be
minimized. The model is applied to use the data collected within a path which each data
sample containing a pair of (magnetic heading, magnetic value). However, there are 3
dimensional data in real world that is nearly impossible to record a complete magnetic
field fingerprint. To solve this, an algorithms for measuring the similarity is needed.
Since the system should be able to output data matching result of the data samples with
the data collected by the user in real time, no matter the user is tall or short. In this case,
the Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW) is applied to the data matching model. By solving
the two issues mentioned above, the system should be able to compute an acceptable
result. Yet, the correct result could be computed while takes a huge amount of time.
Though the design of dynamic time wrapping is based on dynamic programming and
hence shorten the time that need to use during the computation, it is not possible for a
mobile device to calculate dynamic time wrapping between the user’s data with the
huge database. In case of an indoor positioning system should be response at real-time,
strategy like data pruning to minimize the computing duration should be applied.
Therefore, the standard dynamic time wrapping is modified with data pruning strategy
to optimize the performance for computing dynamic time wrapping. By solving those
three issues, the system can finally work as expected, real time showing where the
absolute position of the user is.

1.5 Achievement
In the stage of data analysis, feasibility is assured by different kind of data testing.
External factors such as metal, electric current can be negligible. The error caused by
time and user’s posture can be fixed by crowdsourcing and calculate the yaw, roll, pitch
collected by accelerometer and gyroscope. Thus, we are confident that the magnetic
data can be used to support indoor positioning system. This could be used for testing of
running time and accuracy of the system in the future.
After the survey on feasibility, implementing the magnetic indoor positioning is our
next goal. Implementing an indoor positioning system do face on a few of technical
challenges, including the methodology to deal with a huge amount of data, a data
matching model customized for magnetic indoor positioning system, also a modified
algorithm to help data matching faster.
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Augmented reality-based positioning is also used to combine with the magnetic indoor
positioning and design an application BookFinder (see figure 4) that help people find
the book and navigate them base on the magnetic indoor positioning in library.
1

2

User

Open the apps

Search the book

User want to find a book.

User open the magnetic
positioning application.

Search the book what user
want.

3

4

Show location
and path

Search direction
with AR

The application can show
the shortest path to the
user.

User can arrive the
destination with the guide
of the AR.

Figure 4: The concept of application – BookFinder

This document is a development research for magnetic indoor positioning. We want to
solve the problem of route leading in a library by applying Indoor Positioning System
(IPS). At the beginning, our group tried to solve the difficulty when user want to find
an object in an indoor area.
Although the magnetic field is an emerging yet incomplete technique for indoor
positioning, we observe its potentials for the following reasons.
1. Magnetic field exist everywhere in Earth, this can completely disregard the
constraint of transmission distance in.
2. As the magnetic fingerprint data of every position in an indoor area is almost
unique, the accuracy can be up to 1 - 2 meters.
3. Since there is always a magnetometer in smartphone, the only preinstall might
be the installation of application. Capability is extremely high.
This report will talk over the existing development progress and elaborate how to
improve this technology and apply it further in indoor positioning system.
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CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK
Our group tried to solve the difficulty when user want to find some object in an indoor
area. The development of indoor positioning is not consummated, the mainstream of
research makes use of the electromagnetic waves such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, RFID, etc.
We start to compare the applying capability on indoor positioning for those
technologies.

2.1 IPS Performance Metrics
In this part, we will deliver more about the indoor positioning system (IPS) in different
technology and compare the applying capability on IPS for those technologies. We
would analyse and compare all those technologies in all these dimension: Accessibility,
Range, Accuracy, Security and Cost.

Accessibility
Accessibility is how easy that user and administrator use, maintain and manage it.
Most of the radio frequency IPS needs some extra equipment take parts to analyse
the user position. This make them more difficult to be manage and maintain, or in
another word, not well accessible. On the other side, GPS and magnetic
positioning can just be executed with user's smartphone, these two method do not
require extra equipment and therefore, they are behaving go in the part of
accessibility.

Accuracy
Accuracy define the size of positioning error in a certain area. The change of
execution environment would affect the result of the positioning. Thus, how much
the result that would be affected would reflect how the accuracy that the
positioning is.

Range
Range is about how far the device can detect the signal of positioning from other
devices such as beacons or satellites. Apart from ideal transmission distance,
environment changes would also affect the range of the technologies applied. WiFi positioning would be affected by object blocking very easily, GPS cannot even
pass through the building structure.

Security
Security indicate how well the system protect user from hacker’s attack or
information theft. Prevent the user to be tracked by third party.

Cost
Cost usually refer to the pre-installation and designing price. Typical example is
Wi-Fi positioning. The administrator has to design the floor plan and put the router
on the right position in order to make the tracking work. The price for equipment
failure repairing and old equipment replacing should also be considered as cost.
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To the best of our understanding, most of IPS techniques are based on EM. We first
summarize their performance with this following table that compare different
technologies' pros and cons in positioning. The marking is based on the indoor
application and we would have details after the table. We will discuss them in detail
shortly.
Table 1: IPS Comparison

Bluetooth

Magnetic
Positioning

Wi-Fi

RFID

GPS

Accessibility Good

Medium

Medium

Software
only

Software only

Accuracy

Good

Medium

Very
Good

Very Bad

Very Good

Range

1-60
meters

20100meters

12 meters No limit

No limit

Security

Good

Bad

Good

Medium

Very Good

Cost

Good

Medium

Bad

No Cost

Manpower Cost

2.2

Magnetic Positioning

Magnetic positioning is a fingerprinting solution for positioning. This is a solution that
do not need any infrastructure hardware and have not limit on range since is it powered
by the Earth. The further discussion will be in section 3.

Accessibility (Good)
The maintain of the magnetic fingerprinting would be the most important part of
the accessibility since the magnetic positioning is a fingerprint based solution
while it is a software only solution at the same time.

Range
Since the magnetic is powered by the Earth, the magnetic is everywhere even in
an indoor environment like underground parking, the magnetic field could also be
detected.

Accuracy (Good)
The accuracy is depending on the resolution of the fingerprint data, it could be as
accurate as it needs to be while increasing the cost of initiate the fingerprint
database.
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Security (Good)
There is no security issue specific for indoor positioning since this is a softwareonly solution.

Cost (Good)
The magnetic fingerprinting database should be conducted by manpower while it
does cost for the initiate of the system. However, there are some collection method
such as using robot or crowdsourcing that can make it relative cheap in cost
comparing with EM waves based IPS techniques.
In the research stage, we found different disadvantage of Electromagnetic (EM) waves.
Wi-Fi positioning has a low accuracy which does not allow user to find a small object.
Bluetooth positioning require a lot of preinstall at the preparing stage. Transmission
distance of near field communication is too short that cannot let the client devices to
connect with the tags.
According the discussion provided above, we realized that EM wave is actually not
suitable for indoor positioning. We start to find other technology beside the EM wave
and compare with EM wave.
2.2.1 Bluetooth
Bluetooth IPS is executed by collecting signals from BLE Beacon around the
environment. By calculating the signal strength and matching with Fingerprinting and
Triangulation, the position of user can be figured out easily. Thanks to the low power
consuming of Bluetooth 4.0, Bluetooth become a commonly used IPS system.
Bluetooth is easy to be used by user while using extremely low-power and computing
resources. It is a wireless technology that aimed to create a PAN (Personal Area
Network). Bluetooth limit simultaneously connect at 7 devices, speed up to 25 Mbps
and broadcast frequency at 40ms. Though, it does not necessary connect to an AC
power. In the usage of indoor positioning, the Bluetooth chip stay at advertising mode
all the time, no need to have any 2-way communication with users' devices.

Accessibility (Good)
BLE Beacon individual hardware. The administrator does not need to connect or
control it through the system. It is small in size that make its installation becoming
easy. Since it is low in electric consuming, the battery life can make it maintain
for one to three years [1]. But still, we need to replace it after the beacon use up
its battery. Most of the user's smartphone provide Bluetooth functions, we do not
require extra equipment to use this technology [2].

Range
Bluetooth is a short-range device. It uses a radio communications system. So it
has different of class dependent on the power. According to the Bluetooth
Marketing. It qualifies that class 1’s ranges most cases between 20-30m and class
2 range most cases between 5-10m. Nowadays most of Bluetooth applications are
battery powered class 2 devices. And the maximum range of Bluetooth 4.0 is up
to 200f (60.96m).
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Accuracy (Good)
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi both using 2.4 gigahertz frequency. In fact, 2.4GHz radio
signal is easy to be affected by environment. For example, the blocking of human
body and objects [3]. The accuracy would be increase with the distance from the
beacons as well. Apart from this, by using different algorithm, there is a large
range of error. The error is usually between 0.7m to 10m [4].

Security (Good)
Bluetooth can be hacked and spoofed by hackers. Bluetooth has three security
mode, the security mode 3, which is the most security mode, is using
authentication and AES-128 encryption based on secret key. However, since
Bluetooth is normally equipped a low-class specification and that narrowed down
the application after it being hacked. On the other hand, hacker can hack the
Bluetooth profile, clone it and spoof itself as a Bluetooth device that has been
already paired.

Cost (Good)
Bluetooth beacons is not expensive at all. For example, Gimbal Proximity
Beacons, its cost between $5 - $30 [5]. There is different type of beacons that have
lots of additional function as well. However, if we compare it with magnetic
positioning or GPS. Bluetooth is not recommended since it is not costless.

2.2.2 Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi indoor positioning is usually being achieved by collecting wireless access points
(AP) or Wi-Fi hotspot signal with smartphone. By receiving the AP signal’s MAC
address and SSID to the database. We can calculate the user’s coordinate as we already
know where the AP or hotspot is [6].

Accessibility (Good)
The Wi-Fi system is widely used so most of library will have installed. Data
collection is also easier for Wi-Fi coordinating as all calculation can be done in
the router, user just need to connect. Therefore, it is also easier to get crash as
more and more connected users' electronic devices. It allows users to connect to a
WLAN, provide internet access and so much more features. The variety brings
the problem of meeting hardware limit. However, Wi-Fi has a big broadcast range
so it does not need a lot of new equipment compared to Bluetooth and RFID, and
user do not need to open the application to do the positioning.

Range
The signal range of Wi-Fi depends on the frequency band, radio, the gain of
antenna and the type of antenna. Most of the access point also use 802.11b or
802.11g. The range can up to 330ft (100m) and the minimum of can over 20m.

Accuracy (Good)
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Wi-Fi IPS accuracy is usually more than 2m. This is all depended on AP
contribution density, environment, and the AP’s model. In, fact, it could be
improved with algorithm down to about 1.5m. Since Wi-Fi and Bluetooth both
using 2.4Ghz signal, it is easy to be affected by others signals. Same as Bluetooth,
it would be affected by human bodies and objects easily as the signal cannot pass
through [7].

Security (Good)
The signal range of Wi-Fi depends on the frequency band, radio, the gain of
antenna and the type of antenna. Most of the access point also use 802.11b or
802.11g. The range can up to 330ft (100m) and the minimum of can over 20m.
Wi-Fi is hardly being hacked if its configuration is in high security. Wi-Fi support
four security method, WEP, WPA, WPA2 and WPS. The most security mode,
WPA2-PSK with AES-256 encryption, the only way the hack it is the method of
exhaustion, it takes years to crack a complicated password. However, the Wi-Fi
AP can be caused overload maliciously. Wi-Fi is easy to be connected and got
crash by the users' electronic devices. It allows users to connect to a WLAN,
provide internet access, VoIP while having no limitation on how many connection
can be established. However, Wi-Fi AP has hardware limit and it depends on the
specification and setting of the AP, including encryption method, size of traffic,
modulation type, etc. Wi-Fi AP normally does not equip high performance
hardware while running too much computation for providing services like
firewall, VPN, routing, etc. It is very easy to be disabled just because of highly
usage. When Wi-Fi technology is used in indoor positioning application, its
dependency on high computation power and high power energy may lead to the
issue of single point of failure. When the power is down, all the Wi-Fi AP
shutdown and disabled.

Cost (Good)
The cost of Wi-Fi indoor positioning always increases with the size of the
building. Since buildings always need Wi-Fi networks, positioning is only a byproduct. The cost of the APs should not be calculated. However, the costliest part
of Wi-Fi IPS is the design of the floor plant and the system since we need to
consider how to put the APs so that the performance of positioning would be
better.
2.2.3 Radio-frequency identification (RFID)
RFID system consists of tags and readers. There are two type of RFID – active RFID
and passive RFID. For the indoor positioning, when people in the location system. The
scanner base on the tag to scanner’s minimum distance to determine the position of that
person. The distance is depending on the radio frequency, it operates on low frequency
(LF), high frequency (HF) or ultra-high frequency (UHF) bands.

Accessibility (bad)
RFID requires rather more pre-installation for indoor positioning. For hardware,
we need tags, readers, reader controls, etc. We also need a special system to
execute it. These is not commonly used. The user need to do a check-in action on
any RFID tags that are already installed in the venue, the produce is inconvenience
to the users.
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Range
Range of RFID depends on the bandwidth of the transmission wave [8].
Table 2: Transmission range of RFID

RFID frequency

Bandwidth

Range

Low frequency (LF)

30KHz -300KHz

~10cm

High frequency (HF)

3KHz -30KHz

10cm – 1m

Ultra-high frequency (UHF)

300MHz – 3GHz

12m~

Accuracy (Very Good)
RFID does have a different range on accuracy depends on the types of the tags
while the technology is capable for building a very high accuracy indoor
positioning, more than 90% accuracy within 5 meters [9].

Security (Good)
There is no main threats on IPS. Being a point-to-point network technology, RFID
unlike other WPAN technology (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.). RFID tags do not
broadcast all the time like a Wi-Fi router does, it can only respond when a RFID
reader request it to. The communication duration and distance is short and needed
a RFID reader to read all the tags. RFID use two types of encryption method,
password protected without key-management infrastructure and password
protected with key-management infrastructure (for ex., asymmetric AES
encryption) [10]

Cost (Good)
Since RFID solution is highly variable, the cost of a RFID IPS is associated with
the level of quality of the RFID tags and reader have been chosen [11]. To
accomplish a complete and accurate RFID IPS, much more tags/facilities is
being used compared to other solution.

2.2.4 Global Positioning System (GPS)
GPS is a good solution for outdoor positioning. However, GPS signal is at a low
frequency (Two utilized frequencies, L1: 1575.42 MHz and L2: 1227.60 MHz) that the
wave is unable to pass through solid structures. Therefore, when we are in a building,
the device cannot receive the signal from the satellite. Thus, the GPS positioning will
become extremely unstable.

Accessibility (Software only)
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GPS has extremely good performance at accessibility. There are lot of satellites is
built. For example, GPS from USA, GLONASS from Russia and BDS from
China, etc.

Range
GPS has no limit in range. But sometimes, when you try to use it in basement,
your device might not able to get the location since the signal cannot reach
underground space.

Accuracy (Very bad)
GPS has extremely bad accuracy performance at indoor since there are no signal.

Security (Medium)
The security is good at the satellite side but variable at the receiver side since there
are different level of quality of receiver is being made. Spoofing a satellite and
communicate to the receiver is possible.

Cost (Very Good)
GPS satellite is built by countries for free. The only cost is the receiver, it is low
cost and is built on most smartphones.
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CHAPTER 3. Survey on Magnetic Positioning

Figure 5: Geomagnetic positioning framework

The figure above shows how existing magnetic IPS work. The existing system is
basically divided into two parts. Offline part used for client data collection. Online part
used for data matching, alignment, and user coordinating.
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Figure 6: Inertial navigation flow

3.1.1 Data type
Magnetic field has its direction and magnitude, or in another word, magnetic field is
kind of vector. In this system, we try to solve the problem in a slight of processing
magnetic field as vector. We collect three different data magx, magy, and magz. Which
represent the current position field divided into three axis. Each director magnitude. We
also have the physical coordination x, y representing client’s position. Those
coordination always followed by floor plan. This allow us to connect the relationship
between field vector and the physical position.
3.1.2 Existing flow
First of all there's a built-in floor plan. This database should include the magnetic
vector for each coordination. After client’s device get the magnetic vector, the system
is then align the data with the built-in map. By aligning the magnetic vector, we can
return the coordination of the client. In addition

3.2 Data analysis
In order to lead the client, the first thing we have to know is how precise our data is.
We have to make sure this technology has a high feasibility before we start our
development. Thus, we made few small experiment for testing the feasibility of the
basic data collection of magnetic positioning.
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3.2.1 Collection concept

Figure 7: Testing environment

In most of our testing, we had set a 5 x 5 square area with marked coordinate and 50cm
between each point. For each point we will also record the data that when the device is
put in 8 different direction. After we build up a magnetic map, we would try to record
a path of magnetic magnitude and use DTW to score the path that match with a path in
the map.
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Figure 8: The idea of magnetic magnitude

In order to approach positioning, we have to collect data in register phrase to build up
a map of magnitude corresponding to the physical location. In the process, few types of
data is being collected, which include magnetic magnitude, yaw, pitch, roll, physical
coordination. The concept is mainly achieved by magnetic magnitude and physical
coordination. Yaw, pitch and roll is also recorded for further analyse of data reliability
and data optimization.

Figure 9: Data collection intention diagram
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Figure 10: Data collector inside devices (digikey, 2013)

The magnetic data are recorded by the magnetometer, which can digitize the magnetic
vector passing through the magnetometer. The yaw, roll and pitch are recorded by threeaxis accelerometer and gyroscope, which able us to fix magnitude error caused angle
difference as the user hold the device with their own posture. This can help us to
improve the error caused by direction deviation. To achieve this function we have to
record magnetic data from eight direction in one position.

Figure 11: Hit map of 5x5 area magnetic magnitude in 8 direction

The system relied on measuring the measuring similarity between two temporal
sequences of magnetic magnitude. We can calculate the magnetic magnitude by getting
the root of Mx^2 + My^2 + Mz^2. In which, Mx, My, and Mz representing the
magnitude of three direction of the magnetic vector. In addition, since that the influence
of magnitude from the direction is measured to be regular curve change. Yaw, roll, and
pitch can help us to further optimize the data accuracy.
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CHAPTER 4. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
4.1 Software Architecture
The magnetic indoor positioning system is a magnetic field fingerprint mapping
system on mobile device, it calculates the result of the best matching absolute position
for the user’s current position in an indoor environment. The whole software system
includes 3 main part: Magnetic Fingerprint Sample Collect System, Data Filtering
System, Data Matching System.

Figure 12: Magnetic indoor positioning system

The system has been design to have two three stages: Magnetic Fingerprint Sample
Collect Stage, Data Filtering Stage and Data Matching Stage. To build the whole
system, on the data collection stage, the owner of the system should finish collecting
essential data samples for the system to build a complete magnetic field fingerprint
database. Once the data collection is completed, the system would be ready-to-use and
jump to the data filtering stage. In this stage, the system can be deployed to the user
and operate.
The Magnetic Fingerprint Sample Collect System is the system for the owner to
record the sample data for building the complete fingerprint database for data
matching. The system makes use of the magnetometer on a mobile device to collect
the data. The collection can be done by multiple people or automated bot at the same
time. The data segments should be finally merged into a united database.
The Data Filtering System and the Data Matching System is present in Ready-to-use
Stage. Every time the user update the activity status or positioning itself, the system
will iterate the ready-to-use stage. First, the whole database is available for the data
filtering system to filter the data that is not suitable for the current computation, to
minimize the size of the data that need to be computed. The system would base on the
data that collected from the gyroscope, accelerometer and the magnetometer to
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determine what the suitable data for computation on the current time is. Moreover, the
system would compute all the possible path that the user might be going and ignore the
corresponding rest of the data, to enhance the application efficiency.
The data matching system is aimed to make use of the filtered data and the data that
comes from user to achieve the positioning application. The system should then try to
train all the samples from data filtering system and match all of those data with the data
that user collected at the time. Through adopting Dynamic Time Wrapping and kth
Nearest Neighbour, the system should finally get a ranking list of the matching result,
the most assured result which is on the top of the result will be shown to the user.
However, the computation time cost might be high, which is a common issue on a
fingerprinting system, the pruning skill is also applied in the system for optimize the
computing efficiency.

.
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CHAPTER 5.

METHODOLOGIES AND
IMPLEMENTATIONS

The whole project is consisting of three stages, survey on the feasibility of magnetic
indoor positioning system, implementing the system and testing. My effort on this
project is mainly focus on the survey stage and the implementing stage, which are two
mobile applications on iOS platform, called Magnetic Data Collector & MIPS
respectively.

5.1 Magnetic Data Collector
Before we actually start develop the software system, a survey on the feasibility of
implementing a magnetic indoor positioning system is started. The goal on the survey
stage is to verify whether a magnetic indoor positioning system is feasible, For the
purpose of collecting magnetic field data around the environment, a mobile application
called Magnetic Data Collector is being developed.

Figure 13: Magnetic Data Collector
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These are the main features of this application:
1.

Monitoring the real-time data that collected on the device’s sensors
i.

Pitch, Roll & Yaw collected by gyroscope

ii.

Acceleration on axis x, y & z collected by accelerometer

iii.

Magnetic field vector on axis x, y & z collected by magnetometer

iv.

Magnetic heading collected by magnetometer

2.

Monitoring the device motion through a real-time response 3D animation graphic

3.

Automatic collecting magnetic data corresponding with input absolute position
i.

Automatic collect when the device is heading at 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, -135, 90, -45

ii.

Automatic collect within a user specific duration and interval

4.

5.

SQLite Database Management
i.

Flush all data

ii.

Output all data to iTunes shared folder

iii.

Delete a specific row of data
Auto fit layout on vertical or horizontal orientation

By using this application, the magnetic field data is able to be semi-automatic collected.
Still, there are a few action that is need to be performed by the user, including input the
absolute position x and y, specify an interval and duration if needed. Also, move the
mobile device to every point that need to be collected. The mode of automatic data
collecting by specific heading could be use with a handy gadget like a small display
rotating stand.
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The database behind this mobile application rely on the SQLite database engine, as in
the stage of surveying the feasibility, the system takes every essential data that might
be useful for analysis. Therefore, the database design is as following:

Figure 14: Database Design

5.1.1 Collect Data from sensors
In order to access the data collect with magnetometer, gyroscope and accelerometer on
a iOS device, the framework CoreLoaction and CoreMotion should be used. However,
the data that collected from the sensors has timeliness, the data would change over time,
the user interface should be updated every time the data is changed.
The implementation of accessing the motion data (roll, yaw, pitch), accelerometer data
(x, y, z) and also magnetometer data (magx, magy, magz) having similar syntax. Those
data updates are needed to be told to start before using it. Both of those data are come
from the class CLLoationManager, which is the class of a central control to delivering
device’s location-related events to the mobile application. Using the
CLLocationManager to retrieve the data, the operation queue to execute the updates
should be designated which will be discuss in the next paragraph. Moreover, there are
an instance property called CLLocationManagerDelegate which is a method to keep
receive updates from the class other than the mobile application its own, in this case,
the CLLocationManager which handling the data. Setting the mobile application as the
delegate to receive those updates and hence the system could start receiving the updates
immediately. Also, the interval of those sensors to retrieve the data from the
environment or the device itself could be specified. The main part of Swift coding
implementation is shown as below:
self.motionManager.startAccelerometerUpdates(to: OperationQueue.main)
{
[weak self] (accelerometerData: CMAccelerometerData?, error: Error?) in
/* update the interface */
}

Figure 15: Implementation on keep getting accelerometer data
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self.locationManager.delegate = self
self.motionManager.startDeviceMotionUpdates(using:
CMAttitudeReferenceFrame.xMagneticNorthZVertical,
to: OperationQueue.main) {
motion, error in
guard let attitude = motion?.attitude
else {
return
}
guard
let
magneticField
=
motion?.magneticField else {
return
}
/* update the interface */
}

Figure 16: Implementation on keep getting gyroscope and magnetometer data

Updating the magnetic heading is a little bit different since it is a value that retrieve
from the CoreMotion framework which could correct the magnetic field values then
calculate the magnetic heading by the algorithm that developed by Apple for iPhone.
Since any metal object could make significant affect on magnetic field, smartphone is
containing circuit board, CPU or internal structure that carrying metal a lot, the
distortion correction of the magnetic field affected by the smartphone itself is needed.
This is achieving by using the algorithm that developed by Apple for iPhone rather than
implementing a general algorithm for this. Accessing the raw values of the magnetic
data has not advantage in this case. The main part of Swift coding implementation is
shown below:
self.locationManager.delegate = self
self.locationManager.startUpdatingHeading()
func locationManager(_ manager: CLLocationManager,
didUpdateHeading newHeading: CLHeading) {
guard newHeading.headingAccuracy > 0 else
{ return }
let magnetic = newHeading.magneticHeading
// the degree (-180 ~ 180)
let readable = magnetic > 180.5 ? magnetic
- 360 : magnetic // the degree (0 ~ 360)
// other operations…
}

Figure 17: Implementation on keep updating corrected magnetic heading

5.1.2 Real-time Monitoring Data
As the needs to observe the magnetic data, gyroscope data and the accelerometer data,
the real-time monitoring feature is developed. Showing different data in real-time at the
same time, asynchronous queue should be applied in the implementation. Though, the
magnetic data collector is built on iOS platform which use a modern design
programming language as a native programming language, is not difficult to achieve
the asynchronous processing.
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In the implementation to achieve real-time monitoring, the class OperationQueue from
the Foundation framework is adapted. Operation queues in Foundation usually provide
the threads for running the operations. Operation queues use the libdispatch library,
which also know as Grand Central Dispatch, to initiate the execution of the operations.
Consequently, the operations are always executed on a separate thread. Moreover, the
operations could be designated as synchronous or asynchronous.

Figure 18: Single- threading

Figure 19: Multi-threading

5.1.3 Automatic Collecting Data
In the magnetic data collector mobile application, the most challenge would be the
automatic collecting feature. For the purpose of minimizing the manpower that is
needed to be use while collecting data, the idea of automatic collecting feature appear.
However, since the smartphone is not able to move by itself, moving the mobile device
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to the absolute position and input the absolute position identifier (x, y) is necessary to
be done manually. The automatic collecting have two modes: automatic collect when
reach specific magnetic heading or keep recording within a duration with a user
specified recording interval.
The mode of automatic collect when reach specific magnetic heading, would record the
needed data whenever the mobile device reach the magnetic heading correspondingly
at (0, 45, 90, 135, 180, -135, -90, -45). Therefore, the user can use a helper device like
a small display rotating stand, place the mobile device on it and just leave it record as
the stand rotating. Since the execution of the record should be active when every time
the magnetic heading is reached those specific headings, the record should be inside the
cycle of updating magnetic heading. Thus, a logic determination is put into the magnetic
heading update cycle. Whenever the magnetic heading will be updated, the program
would determine should it record the data into the database or just leave the cycle and
update the magnetic heading. The main part of implementation is show as below:
if
self.recordWaySegmentedControl.selectedSegmentInd
ex
==
0
&&
self.shouldRecordSwitch.isOn
&&
headingArray[0]-1
<=
headingInteger
&&
headingInteger <= headingArray[0]+1 {
self.recordOnce()
headingArray
=
headingArray.shiftRight()
}

Figure 20: The logical statement in implementation with Swift

As the coding in figure 19 containing an array called headingArray, which it is for
storing those specific headings (0, 45, 90, 135, 180, -135, -90, -45). Also, it is for the
system to record when the mobile device is rotated sequentially, to make sure the
recording process is not by accident but in a one direction rotating.
The mode of automatic collect within a duration, would record the data within a user
specified duration on a user specified interval. For instance, the user could record a
series of data in 10s per 0.2s, which would result 10s / 0.2s = 50 number of record. This
feature also can be used for simulating the data collected by the user of the magnetic
indoor positioning system which it would record the user’s data continuously. This
feature could be useful both for collecting data and testing. The implementation of this
mode is similar to the concept of the mode introduced previously. However, the logical
statement should be embedded inside the cycle of motion update. As a result, the
application would check whether keep record the data or not. The implementation is
shown as below:
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if
self.recordWaySegmentedControl.selectedSegmentIndex
==
1
&&
self.shouldRecordSwitch.isOn
&&
self.duration != 0.0 {
if self.duration == -1.0 {
if
let
duration
=
Double(self.durationTextField.text!), let interval =
Double(self.intervalTextField.text!) {
self.duration = duration
self.startTimer(duraction:
self.duration)
self.recordCount
=
(interval == 0.0) ? Int(self.duration / 0.01) :
Int(self.duration / interval)
}
}
self.recordCount -= 1

Figure 21: Implementation on automatic collecting feature

Since the user should be able to monitoring during recording the data, the mobile
application should keep updating the data no matter the data should or should not be
record into database. Simply start and stop the recording process and the sensors’
update process at the same is not suitable. Thence, the logical statement should be able
to separate the executions on two states: start/during and stop. As the codding shown in
figure 20, the logical statement solves this issue when a logical statement that got run
repeat and repeat. To determine the whether it is already in stop state, check if the
duration is equal to -1 which will be compute at every last cycle of the recording. The
first line of the code in figure 20 is determining if it is in start/during state by check the
should record switch and other properties.
5.1.4 Real-time response 3D graphics
For the purpose of analyzing the different data by monitoring, it is not sufficient to get
the sense of the data by just monitoring the data in plain text value. In terms of making
the application more intuitive, illustrate the data will be one of the best way to do it.
Though, not every kind of data could be illustrating as a graphics while the device
motion would be one of those suitable to be illustrate as a graphics, especially as a 3D
graphics. Letting the user have a better understanding the gyroscope data, a 3D disk
graphics is designed for representing the gyroscope data (pitch, roll, yaw) which the
data is according to the device motion in axis (x, y, z).

Figure 22: The gyroscope data
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The implementation of this feature is as easy as just covert the data value to the
corresponding angle in corresponding axis while the system already equipped with realtime monitoring feature. Using the function CATransform3DRotate in QuartzCore
framework to implement the real-time response along with the update of the gyroscope
data. The main part of implement coding is shown as below:
var diskTransform = CATransform3DIdentity
diskTransform.m34 = 1.0/500.0
diskTransform = CATransform3DRotate(diskTransform,
roll, 0, 1, 0)
diskTransform = CATransform3DRotate(diskTransform,
pitch, -1, 0, 0)
diskTransform = CATransform3DRotate(diskTransform,
yaw, 0, 0, 1)
self.disk?.layer.transform = diskTransform
self.container?.layer.transform = diskTransform
var labelTransform = CATransform3DIdentity
labelTransform.m34 = 1.0/500.0
labelTransform
=
CATransform3DRotate(labelTransform, yaw, 0, 0, -1)
if abs(roll) > CGFloat(Double.pi / 2) {
labelTransform
=
CATransform3DRotate(labelTransform, CGFloat(Double.pi), 0, -1,
0)
}

Figure 23: Implementation on real-time response 3D graphics

5.1.5 Output data for analysing
Although monitoring the real-time data collected from different sensors of the mobile
device could let the user have a sense of what the data is representing for, the collected
data should then able to output to do further analysis. On iOS platform, mobile
applications have limited access from the outside. Sharing files between applications at
the same mobile, uploading file to cloud service like iCloud, remote connect to a file
server and share the files to iTunes. The last mentioned is the best fit for the needs that
exporting the database to a computer for further analysis. Besides, the database would
also share the database with the MIPS mobile application which is developed for data
filtering and data matching. Gently touch the star icon on the mobile application and
the database would then exported to the iTunes shared directory which the user could
be found through using iTunes.

Figure 24: Screenshot of output feature
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5.2 Magnetic Indoor Positioning System
The MIPS mobile application take the responsibility mainly on the data matching
process. This system would mainly focus on the methodology to processing the data,
the methodology of data matching and also the design of the database.
The system design is consisting of three system: Magnetic Fingerprint Sample Collect
System, Data Filtering System and Data Matching System. The magnetic fingerprint
sample collect system is built-in the magnetic data collector mobile application, which
the other two of those are built-in the MIPS mobile application. The methodology of
the magnetic indoor positioning system is simply make use of the data that collect with
magnetic fingerprint sample collect system, then pass the sample data to the data
filtering system so that the unnecessary data would not be passed to the data matching
system, the filtered data which is useful for data matching will then passed to the data
matching system. Finally, the real-time data from the user’s device and the filtered data
would input into the data matching system simultaneously, the data matching would
output a weighting list is a list of the most match of the user’s location. Moreover, the
data filtering system and the data matching system will keep operate together
continuously to provide a real-time locating experience for the user. The way of this
system presenting to the users is took responsible by Leong Ka Chon, which the
locating part would use augmented reality for the user’s convenience. The overview of
the magnetic indoor positioning system:

Figure 25: Magnetic Indoor Positioning System Overview
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5.2.1 Challenges
Considering a indoor environment that the area is as big as it is needed to be guide, the
magnetic field data collected from the environment would be huge. Without going
further to the data matching part, dealing with such a massive database is already a
challenge for mobile phone to compute. Furthermore, more data meaning more possible
identicalness of the magnetic field values, to determine the user’s location based on a
huge amount of data that have similar values might be decrease the performance of the
system and hence minimizing the identicalness of the data is one of the challenge in the
system. On the other hand, besides the consideration of handling the data itself, the
system should perform a data matching process for the purpose of measuring the
similarity of the data that comes from user’s mobile device with the gigantic database.
Therefore, a data matching model and a data matching algorithm that make use of the
model should be developed.

5.3 Increasing the Uniqueness of the data
Minimising the similarity or improve the uniqueness of the data samples could be done
by increasing the complexity of the data or adding more combinations of properties into
the data. Not trading off the ability of cross platform implementation, the data comes
from the sensors that most of the smartphones do not have, should not be used, for
example, barometer. In case of adding properties from a sensor differ from
magnetometer might narrow down the availability to the user, the magnetometer would
be the first choice if the system could get another kind of data instead of the raw
magnetic vector values. By consider using magnetometer to generate another signature
data, an old school tool that guide people in a travel comes up to be a choice, the
compass, precisely saying, the magnetic heading that generate by the magnetometer
also could be use, by adding the heading property onto every sample data, not only
increased the uniqueness of the data, the heading property would give a sense of what
direction the user is heading to. Hence, one dimension is added to both the magnetic
field data sample database and the data collected by the user’s mobile device. However,
adding one dimension to the data for the purpose to deal with a gigantic database is not
enough.
Besides, another solution to increase the uniqueness of the data while not adding
properties, is to adding more combination of those single data sample points. Though,
not every kind of data is suitable for applying this strategy while it is suitable for an
indoor positioning system. By scarifying a few of matching cycle to let user walk for a
few more steps, the system could collect sufficient combination of data during those
steps, which form a path. At the same time, every step after the first few steps would
be the matching cycle, the data matching system no longer matching one data point
with every data sample points every time, it would be matching a series of data points
with a series of data sample points. To matching the user’s data points with the database,
the system need to generate all possible path that the user might just been. The
methodology of generating all possible path will be discussed later.
As a result of, the data samples collected by the Magnetic Data Collector would be
convert to a series of data samples while this move will result in an exponentially larger
gigantic database, even not to mentioned that every data sample should contain at least
8 pair of (magnetic heading, magnitude) data. To deeply think of the problem being
faced, the series of magnetic data is only usable for the data matching system while it
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is matching the data samples with the user’s data. Storing the data that should be
continuously use for computing is not appropriate. Since the data should be used at only
the running time of the application, the data will need to be retrieve from the database
to the memory or caching system that the mobile device had. Moreover, the larger the
size of the database is, the slower the performance it is. Not to creating a new gigantic
database, a smaller database could be created to solve the problem and balance the
performance issue at the same time. That is the possible path database that storing all
the possible path while not storing any data value that would make the database
unacceptable large. The magnetic indoor positioning system would build the all
possible path and save into the mobile application since the all possible path for an
indoor environment is static. By using two databases at the same time, the system could
be the role to handle the relation of two databases. When the system need to retrieve
the data value for the possible path, the system could retrieve from the data sample
database for just the specific point and magnetic heading. This could improve the
performance a lot while not making the database larger and larger. Therefore, the design
of the all possible path database is very simple, as shown in figure 24.

Figure 26: Database design of all possible path database

By adapting this approach, according our record of the time cost on building the all
possible path of a 5x5 graph, more than 8 minutes.

Figure 27: One of the history record of the time cost on building the all possible path

5.4 Data Filtering System
Due to the magnetic indoor positioning system need to handle a massive database, data
filtering is very important in this system. By decreasing the size of the data, the time
cost of computing every data matching would be optimized. To filter the massive multidimensional database, a constraint is defined in the system. In the implementation of
the data filtering system, an assumption that the average walking speed of the user
moving is 1 meter per second. Base on this constraint, the data filtering system could
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calculate how far the user would reach during the duration of the past computing cycle,
hence the system would have a sense of how many points the user can reach at a given
time. Helping the system to filter the data that unnecessary to be use, the system would
filter the points that the user would not reach and constraint the depth of the path. For
instance, if the user walking with 1m/s and the computing cycle takes 1s, the user should
not reach the path that longer than 1 meter. On the other hand, the step counter is added
into the system to have a more precise number for constraining the database. However,
the step counter built-in iPhone is not highly responsive, the native pedometer that
supported by iOS need to takes a few seconds to 10 seconds for calculating and updating
the step number. In an indoor positioning scenario, the magnetic indoor positioning
system is aimed to provide a real-time locating experience for the user, 10 seconds is
too long that the user might be lost and hence it is not suitable for using the pedometer
to constraint the database at the time. Though, there are some future works could be
done with the pedometer, this will be discussed in the future work section.

Figure 28: System design on data filtering system

5.4.1 Possible Path Search
The basic concept of this magnetic positioning system is to computing a best result
from the data matching with all possible match data samples and the user’s real-time
data. The possible path search is a component that handle calculation on all possible
match data samples. To compute the all possible path search, a graph structure is used
to represent the relation between points, a algorithm to computing the all possible paths
and a data structure is designed for storing the few of dimensions of data for those paths.
Since the database is consisting of data samples that every data containing at least 8
pair of (magnetic heading, magnitude) data, which every data sample is corresponding
to a absolute point in the real world indoor environment, to better compute the possible
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path that the user will be, a structure is needed especially for representing points of
indoor environment. This is like a matrix which the matrix include relations between
elements or put the 2-axis coordination system in mathematics into a program.
Therefore, a graph structure called SwiftGraph [13] is used for representing the data.
SwiftGraph is a Swift implementation framework of graph data structure, which
support vertices, edges and more. It is suitable for representing a indoor map. In
SwiftGraph, every vertices could have relation with any other vertices, which is called
edges. In the case that the user could walk from a vertices to any other vertices, the
edges is needed to be added between each point and their 8-connected neighbours as
show at figure 26, a function for automatic creating the edges addEdgesToSidePoints(_
g: UnweightedGraph<String>) is developed for this specific purpose. The edges in this
graph has no direction.

Figure 29: Adding edges between 8-connected neighbour

The function not only simply add edges between vertices, performance of the function
is also being considered. A simple logical statement to check if the edge between the
two vertices is already added, avoid unnecessary computation. The implementation of
the function is as shown in the figure 27 below.
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func addEdgesToSidePoints(_ g: UnweightedGraph<String>) {
for i in 0..<g.vertexCount {
let
vertexArray:
[Int]
=
g.vertexAtIndex(i).components(separatedBy: ",").flatMap{ Int($0) }
let loopArray: [(x: Int, y: Int)] = [(-1, -1), (0, -1),
(1, -1), (-1, 0), (1, 0), (-1, 1), (0, 1), (1, 1)]
if vertexArray.count == 2 {
let vertex: (x: Int, y: Int) = (vertexArray[0],
vertexArray[1])
for j in 0..<loopArray.count {
let nextVertex: (x: Int, y: Int) = (vertex.x +
loopArray[j].x, vertex.y + loopArray[j].y)
let vertexsString = ("\(vertex.x),\(vertex.y)",
"\(nextVertex.x),\(nextVertex.y)")
if nextVertex.x >= 0 && nextVertex.y >= 0 &&
vertex != nextVertex && !g.edgeExists(from: vertexsString.0, to:
vertexsString.1) {
g.addEdge(from:
vertexsString.0,
to:
vertexsString.1)
}
}
}
}
}

Figure 31: Function that add edges to 8-connected neighbours vertices

There are many different ways to compute the all possible paths, to choose one of the
matured high performance algorithm to do the computation, the time complexity is
needed to be encountered. Breath First Search(BFS) and Depth First Search(DFS) is
two of the most often used algorithm for compute path between two vertices.
Comparing BFS with DFS, both of them have same time complexity O(|V|), where |V|
is the number of vertices, since the worst case of both is walk through the entire graph.
Besides, there is another factor - space complexity, the space complexity of BFS is
O(|V|) since the worst case is to hold all vertices in queue. For DFS, it depends on
different implementation. If it is iteration implementation, the space complexity would
be O(|V|) while the space complexity on recursion implementation is O(|h|) where |h| is
the maximal depth of the graph. Therefore, DFS is used in the data filtering system.
func findAllPaths(from: V, to: V, connectionPaths: inout Array<Stack<V>>,
connectionPath: Stack<V> = Stack<V>(), depth: Int = 0) {
guard depth < 5 else {
return
}
if let edges = edgesForVertex(from) {
for edge in edges {
if (vertexAtIndex(edge.v) == to) {
let temp: Stack<V> = Stack<V>()
for vertex in connectionPath.container {
temp.push(vertex);
}
connectionPaths.append(temp);
} else if (!connectionPath.container.contains(vertexAtIndex(edge.v)))
{
connectionPath.push(vertexAtIndex(edge.v))
findAllPaths(from: vertexAtIndex(edge.v), to: to, connectionPaths:
&connectionPaths, connectionPath: connectionPath, depth: depth + 1);
connectionPath.pop();
}
}
}
Figure 30: Algorithm for all possible path search
}
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5.4.2 Operate with two databases
As the system using two databases, data filtering system need to access that data that
need to be use, so it would take the responsibility to handle that two databases. After
the all possible path database is formed, the databases in magnetic indoor positioning
system is completely built. To connect the data inside two databases, the data filtering
system need a parser for parsing every path to an array of vertices then retrieve the
magnetic data value at those vertices at specific magnetic heading which match the
user’s heading.

5.5 Data Matching System
Data Matching System is the brain of the magnetic indoor positioning system. Inside
this system, the algorithm to match the user’s real-time data with the gigantic database
and a data pruning strategy is developed. Implementing the heavy duty task like data
matching on a mobile device is a challenge against the computation power, memory
and the power consumption. Lightening the heavy duty data matching task should be
the first priority improvement that need to be done in this system.

Figure 32: Overview on data matching system
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To use an appropriate algorithm for data matching, the characteristic information of the
data should be carefully observed. Since there are different kind of strategy for data
matching for different kind of data. One of the data that would be the input into the data
matching system, would be a huge table of a series of magnitude value. The other
matching data would come from the user’s mobile device, which might have completely
different data value collected. Besides, a series of magnitude value can be represented
by a curve and so measuring the similarity between curves will be the algorithm’s job.
In terms of measuring the similarity between the curves, there are two algorithms is
used in the data matching system. The Kth Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm could
one of the algorithm that can solve this, though it is an old algorithm that well-know
cause high error rate. Another algorithm for measuring the similarity between curves is
Dynamic Time Wrapping (DTW), this algorithm not only provide the power to measure
the similarity between two curves, also provide the ability to match with two curves
that having different length which is especially suitable for matching time-series data.

Figure 33: Kth Nearest Neighbor algorithm

5.5.1 Kth Nearest Neighbor
The data matching model of Kth Nearest Neighbor is to categorizing the tendency of the
data. For instance, as shown in figure 31 above, the user’s data is labelled as yellow,
the others are sample points. There are 8 sample points in total, 4 of them are
representing path A (labelled as blue), the other 4 of them are representing path B
(labelled as red), the matching point is stand between those two category of points. By
looking at the figure 31, the question should be able to have an answer, the user is at
path A. Kth Nearest Neighbor is to solve problem like this by 3 main steps:
1. Calculate the linear distances between the user’s data with the data samples
2. In the nearest neighbor top list, pick top K data samples
3. Classify the result according to the majority vote
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5.5.2 Dynamic Time Wrapping
On the other hand, the data matching model of Dynamic Time Wrapping is to
measuring the similarity between curves. The concept of Dynamic Time Wrapping is
to calculating the Euclidean distances between each point of the curves and sum up the
distances. The most important part is, Dynamic Time Wrapping allow the matching
data have different length and calculate the distance by matching the points of similar
shape of it, which meaning one vertices could have multiple correspondences. Figure
32 below shown the concept of dynamic time wrapping.

Figure 34: Explaining Dynamic Time Wrapping algorithm

By combing two algorithms, a KNN-DTW algorithm is implemented in the data
matching system. The data matching system firstly calculate the distances using
Dynamic Time Wrapping, should then use Kth Nearest Neighbor to finalize the answer
in the list.
5.5.3 Data Pruning
Performance optimization is need to be done in every heavy duty computation, from
reduce the size of the database to filter the unnecessary data. Optimizing the
performance during data matching is necessary too. Dynamic Time Wrapping require
O(N2) time complexity which is an exponential increase, showing that the important to
implement the optimization on computation time cost.
running the data that is not necessary to be processed is quite different from data
filtering, data pruning is dynamic and base on part of the real-time data matching results
to be achieved. For instance, the matching rate of path i->j already lower than top N
matches, then the paths start with i->j->? might be pruned.
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Figure 35: Data pruning strategy

As a result of combining the KNN-DTW algorithm and the data pruning strategy, the
computation is about 2 seconds on a 4x4 matrix with maximum 4 length for the possible
paths.

Figure 36: Result of total computation time cost
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CHAPTER 6. Testing & Evaluation
6.1 Testing
Total 3 tests are conducted in order to testing the performance of the magnetic indoor
positioning. The accuracy is 100% with a 5x5 matrix, to give an example, by matching
the five nearest paths that besides each other, as shown in following figure.

Figure 37: Sample paths

Trying to analysis the data and get the answer from our group mates and from the data
matching system, the same result is got which is the expected result. The curve of those
data is shown as figure 35-40.
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Figure 39: Sample curve path a for testing
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Figure 43: Sample curve path c for testing
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Figure 43: Sample curve path e for testing
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Figure 43: Testing curve path a for testing

6.2 Evaluation
The result is positive though there are future works to be done to improve the system,
this will be discussed in the future works section. Since there are not sufficient data
samples for examine more about the power of the system, this result might not be
convincing but positive.
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CHAPTER 7. ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
This project has two systems that would collect data from the environment outside the
user’s mobile device, it is needed to be aware of the privacy problem of the collected
data. Also the purpose of the system should be as straightforward as indoor positioning
rather any other private purpose of the developer or the production house.
7.1.1 Privacy of the collected data
For the Magnetic Data Collector, the target user is the place owner which collecting the
data belongs to the place. For the Magnetic Indoor Positioning System mobile
application, the target user is guest or visitor, the collected data should belong to the
user and it is related to the user’s privacy since the system could know where the user
is at real-time. In both of the cases, the system should collect the data only after noticed
the user, also, any collected data should not pass to 3rd party or any other system.
7.1.2 Embedded of different programs
For any kind of program or application that let user run during a specific action (like
navigating the library), the application should do what its aimed. Not to include any
other program like using the computation power of the user’s mobile device to help
data mining or bitcoin mining invisibly.
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CHAPTER 8. FUTURE WORK & CONCLUSION
8.1 Future work
There are some improvements that could be done in the future.
8.1.1 The use of pedometer
Since the response rate is not high enough for real-time calculation, the pedometer
could still be used in to constraint the data in the data filtering system. Adding the
pedometer data as a constraint, the data filtering system could filter the data base on the
average speed per step.
8.1.2 Enhanced Data Matching
The data matching system still using the algorithm that is old and traditional, the Kth
Nearest Neighbour and the Dynamic Time Wrapping should be the suitable algorithm
for computing the data matching, however, both of the algorithm could be improve in
terms of computation time cost, memory complexity and energy impact on the mobile
device.
8.1.3 Adapting machine learning
To further optimize the performance of the magnetic indoor positioning system, a
machine learning model could be applied into the system. By applying the machine
learning model to analysis the data, lesser data might be needed to construct when
initiating the fingerprint database.
8.1.4 Crowdsourcing
The best part of the magnetic indoor positioning system is that it is a software only
solution while having the high stability of the magnetic field and the limitless of the
range it spread. However, there is still needed to cost manpower or automatic robot for
fingerprinting, by adapting the dead reckoning strategy, crowdsourcing might be
feasible for this system and it would be a key to completely solve the issue of cost.

8.2 Conclusion
Though using the Earth’s magnetic to implement a indoor positioning system sounds
crazy, that is definitely feasible due to our survey and implementation of the lightweight
magnetic indoor positioning system. Having the positive result from the survey and the
magnetic indoor positioning system that is built, assure that the feasibility to develop a
market ready magnetic indoor positioning system. Also, using the methodology of data
matching, data pruning and data filtering help a lot in the system. Further survey and
implementation on crowdsourcing would be our next exciting objective.
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